Correction filed under Section 80(3) of translation of European Patents (UK) under Section 77(6)

legal basis
Sect. 80(3) Patents Act 1977

data in PRS for
All entries in the Official Journal (Patents) since number 5143 (30.09.87).
first document affected EP 0119143; first entry in PRS on 27 April 1988

field meaning
ymmd
Date of issue of the Official Journal (Patents) in which the notice is published.

code meaning
A European patent which designates the United Kingdom (GB) and the language of EPO proceedings is French or German, the authentic text for domestic proceedings, other than revocation, is a translation of the claims into English under Section 78 if the translation confers protection which is narrower than that conferred by it in French or German. The applicant may file a corrected translation under Section 80(3) which the UK Patent Office will publish. However the applicant's right with regard to acts or use which would infringe in relation to only the corrected translation apply only after such translation has been published or sent to the potential infringer (Section 69) or government department (Section 55).

see related codes
EP P 558691

Information about legal status
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